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CS-488|Fall '04|Is PowerPoint Evil? 24. What does Tufte perceive to be the role of bullet items in presentation slides.5. What does Cook perceive to be the role of bullet items in presentation slides.6. Cook observes that presentations consisting of slide after slide of bullet items arenumbingly dull. How does PowerPoint address this issue? To what extent does theenhance the communication of information?7. Where does Holmes put the blame for bad PowerPoint presentations.8. In defending PowerPoint from charges of being an evil inuence is Holmes actuallyadvocating it? (Are any of these writers actually advocating it?)9. What does Byrne like about PowerPoint? Is he advocating its use? For what?10. What do you suppose Tufte's ideal presentation would be like? Cook's? Holmes's?,Byrne's?11. PowerPoint was developed for the marketing industry. To what extent do the require-ments for marketing presentations di�er from those of academic presentations?12. John Boddie (mis-acknowledging Dijkstra) claims that the tools we use inuence theway in which we think. To what extent do our tools inuence the way we think? Towhat extent does the way we think inuence our tools? What potential consequencesfollow from adopting tools for one style of discourse for use in discourse of a contrastingstyle?13. Why do presenters use PowerPoint in domains other than marketing?14. Why do we teach the use of PowerPoint in our schools?15. What, if any, is the role of slides in an academic presentation?


